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Join us on our mission to end extreme poverty, whatever it takes.
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Get Involved


There are so many fantastic ways for you to get involved and fundraise for Concern.







Start your own fundraiser
Have an idea for a Concern fundraiser? It might be a table quiz, or an exciting challenge such as a bungee jump, hiking or even skydiving.

Create fundraiser





Host a Clothes Swap Party for Concern
Slow down fast fashion and help those affected by climate change in Bangladesh!

Get started 





Corporate fundraising
There are lots of interesting and innovative ways your staff can get involved and to fundraise for us.

Get involved





Fundraise Locally
Without fundraisers, our work would notÂ be possible! Weâ€™ve listed some fundraising ideas to offer you some guidance.

Find out more






How to get involved



1
Sign up for an event
Concern organises challenges and events for supporters, but you can also create your own.






2
Create your fundraising page
Tell everyone you are raising much needed funds for Concern.






3
Make a difference!
Concern Worldwide provides life-saving and life-changing programmes in 25 of the world's poorest countries. We simply couldn't do it without you!






Get inspired
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    March
    2019Everyday activism
Our collective activism will play a vital part in achieving the Global Goals.
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3
    April
    2019Six ways to boost your fundraising pot
Find out how to maximise the amount of money you raise for Concern with these 6 handy tipsÂ from seasoned fundraisersÂ which will help you reach your fundraising goal!
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These are just a few of the ways that you can support our goal of ending extreme poverty, whatever it takes.
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[image: Jamna feeding her daughter Shanti ]Pakistan Hunger Appeal
	1 in 5 children in Pakistan are malnourished

	Climate shocks increasing food scarcity

	Your donation can fund emergency therapeutic food for those who need it


Donate now


Other ways to help
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Is your company interested in working together for a common cause?
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From mountain trekking to marathon running, cake sales to table quizzes, there are lots of ways you can support our work. 
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With an extensive range of alternative gifts, we have something to suit everybody. 


[image: Leave a gift in your will icon]Leave a gift in your will

Leave the world a better place with a life-changing legacy. 


[image: Volunteer with Concern icon]Volunteer with Concern

The lots of ways to get involved with our work as a volunteer
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Without the generous support from schools, we wouldn't be able to do the work that we do.
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